
11-Jan-2021_I'll keep breaking the box to free you  

Asking the Lord about the message “(Jesus Speaking: ) Time is up for “conventional war”. It’s time for 

the big guns, and by “big guns” I mean ANYTHING that blasts the devil to bits. Away with the proper 

way, if that’s what it takes.” From file: 11-Jan-2021_time for the big guns 

Question: This probably means different things for different people. What does it mean for me? 

 

(Jesus speaking: ) You are in a situation that restricts even basic, way way basic means of praising 

and worshiping and serving and loving Me. The world, the church even, and of course there isn’t a 

lot of freedom of movement and utter receptivity to anything and everything I might want to say, 

there in your home.  

The tendency can be to yield to less and less freedom, and that means less and less victories in your 

personal life. I need to keep breaking the closing walls of the box the enemy tries to put you in.  

So from now on, you don’t take your orders from the opinions of others, or the “what’s right and 

what’s wrong to do in the fight for the souls and salvation of others” from the gauging instruments 

of the minds of mankind. 

I will do some things to just to make sure you are still as radical and self-sacrificing as you said you 

want to be. I’ll blow the lid off every now then, exposing your wild heart and letting in a new gush of 

light. I’m making sure you are not closed to new and radical ideas, just because they don’t fit in with 

what others think should be done. 

Are you ready? Well, you never are quite ready. And oh, the humility it gives you a wave of. But I’m 

in charge. Do what I say and you can’t go wrong. You aren’t to let your service for Me be dictated by 

the “powers that be”, of those who feel it’s their job to keep things all going along in a certain way. 

Walking the opposite way, swimming upstream, going up when others are going down, singing when 

others are silent, and vice-a-versa. There are endless “opposites” you might need to do. So having no 

personal agendas and image to keep is a great life-mode, as the things I need you to do will then 

hurt your pride much less, and ensure faster obedience, as you aren’t fearing that stinging sensation. 

 

 

 

 


